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VRP: VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM
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The problem is to 
determine the nodes that 

must integrate the 
different routes that 
minimize the costs of 

visiting all the nodes of 
a distribution/recollection 

system, starting from a 
default source      , using a 

fleet of homogenous 
vehicles.
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dv Cost activate route v
cijv Cost of going from i to j using the 

route v 
yv Decision to activate the route v
xijrv Decision to go from i to j using route v

VRP: VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM
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hijv Travel time from i to j on route v (hr) 
vi Weight associated with the order in i (kg)
pi Volume associated with the order in i (m3) 
dv Cost activate route v
cijv Cost of going from i to j using the route v 
yv Decision to activate the route v
xijrv Decision to go from i to j using route v

VRP: VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM
WITH RESOURCES CONSTRAINTS
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MATHEMATICAL ELEMENTS/OBJECTS

INDEX

SET
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VARIABLE

CONSTRAINT

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

PROBLEM

VRP: VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM WITH RESOURCES CONSTRAINTS

SYSTEM INFORMATION APPROACH 
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MATHEMATICAL ELEMENTS/OBJECTS

INDEXES:

i Node/Client
j Node/Client
v Route/Path/Vehicle
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SYSTEM INFORMATION APPROACH 
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MATHEMATICAL ELEMENTS/OBJECTS

SETS:

IMPLICIT:
i All Nodes/Clients
j All Nodes /Clients
v All Routes/Paths/Vehicles

EXPLICIT:
" i All Nodes/Clients
" j All Nodes /Clients
" v All Routes/Paths/Vehicles

"i ≠1 All nodes except the “default node” 
warehouse

VRP: VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM WITH RESOURCES CONSTRAINTS

SYSTEM INFORMATION APPROACH 
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MATHEMATICAL ELEMENTS/OBJECTS

PARAMETERS:

hijv Travel time from i to j on route v (hr) 
vi Weight associated with the order in i

(kg)
pi Volume associated with the order in 

i (m3) 
dv Cost activate route v ($)
cijv Cost of going from i to j using the 

route v ($) 

Timev Time available for route v
Volume Volume capacity of route v
Weightv Weight capacity of route v

VRP: VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM WITH RESOURCES CONSTRAINTS

SYSTEM INFORMATION APPROACH 

Min Si Sj cij xijv + Sv dv yv

Subject to  

Sj Sv xijv = 1   "i ≠1

Sj xjiv = Sj xjiv "i  "v

Si Sj xijv  yv "v

yv {0,1}, xijv {0,1}

xiiv = 0

Si Sj hijv xijr  Timev "v

Si Sj vi xijr  Volumev "v

Si Sj pi xijr  Weightv "v



MATHEMATICAL ELEMENTS/OBJECTS

VARIABLES:

yv Decision to activate the route v 
(binary)

xijrv Decision to go from i to j using route 
v (binary)

The variables are restricted by its type and 
its existence conditions

VRP: VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM WITH RESOURCES CONSTRAINTS

SYSTEM INFORMATION APPROACH 

Min Si Sj cij xijv + Sv dv yv

Subject to  

Sj Sv xijv = 1   "i ≠1
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Si Sj hijv xijr  Timev "v
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MATHEMATICAL ELEMENTS/OBJECTS

CONSTRAINTS:

CO1i All nodes must visit once
CO2iv If one route arrive to the node i

must leave from this node. 
CO3v Only if the route is activated can 

visit a node
TIMv The sum of the travel times must 

be less than permitted time for the 
route (hr)

VOLv The sum of the volumes 
transported must be less than the 
volume capacity of the route (m3)

WEIv The sum of the weights 
transported must be less than the 
weight capacity of the route (Kg)

The constraint must satisfies its existence 
conditions

VRP: VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM WITH RESOURCES CONSTRAINTS

SYSTEM INFORMATION APPROACH 

Min Si Sj cij xijv + Sv dv yv

Subject to  

Sj Sv xijv = 1   "i ≠1

Sj xjiv = Sj xjiv "i  "v

Si Sj xijv  yv "v

yv {0,1}, xijv {0,1}

xiiv = 0

Si Sj hijv xijr  Timev "v

Si Sj vi xijr  Volumev "v

Si Sj pi xijr  Weightv "v
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MATHEMATICAL ELEMENTS/OBJECTS

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION:

cfv Sum of fixed and variables cost ($)

VRP: VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM WITH RESOURCES CONSTRAINTS

SYSTEM INFORMATION APPROACH 

Min  cfv = Si Sj cij xijv + Sv dv yv

Subject to  

Sj Sv xijv = 1   "i ≠1

Sj xjiv = Sj xjiv "i  "v

Si Sj xijv  yv "v

yv {0,1}, xijv {0,1}

xiiv = 0

Si Sj hijv xijr  Timev "v

Si Sj vi xijr  Volumev "v

Si Sj pi xijr  Weightv "v



MATHEMATICAL ELEMENTS/OBJECTS

PROBLEM:

VRPTVW Vehicle Routing problem with 
constraint of time, volume and 
weight.

VRP: VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM WITH RESOURCES CONSTRAINTS

SYSTEM INFORMATION APPROACH 

VRPTVW:= { 

Min  cfv = Si Sj cij xijv + Sv dv yv

Subject to  

Sj Sv xijv = 1   "i ≠1

Sj xjiv = Sj xjiv "i  "v

Si Sj xijv  yv "v

yv {0,1}, xijv {0,1}

xiiv = 0

Si Sj hijv xijr  Timev "v

Si Sj vi xijr  Volumev "v

Si Sj pi xijr  Weightv "v

}





OPTEX sees the implementation of a Decision Support System as a load of a 
Relational Information System converting the mathematical modeling and the 

software production in a “filling the blanks” process.

DOA suggests that you review the presentation related to the algebraic language 
based on tables, exclusive of OPTEX. To do this you can download the 

presentation of the web 

DATABASE ALGEBRAIC LANGUAGE
(THE NEW PARADIGM)

CLICK OVER THE IMAGE TO OBTAIN MORE INFORMATION

http://doanalytics.net/Documents/OPTEX-Database_Algebraic_Lenguage.pdf
http://doanalytics.net/Documents/OPTEX-Database_Algebraic_Lenguage.pdf
http://doanalytics.net/Documents/OPTEX-Database_Algebraic_Lenguage.pdf
http://doanalytics.net/Documents/OPTEX-Database_Algebraic_Lenguage.pdf
http://doanalytics.net/Documents/OPTEX-Database_Algebraic_Lenguage.pdf
http://doanalytics.net/Documents/OPTEX-Database_Algebraic_Lenguage.pdf
http://doanalytics.net/Documents/OPTEX-Database_Algebraic_Lenguage.pdf
http://doanalytics.net/Documents/OPTEX-Database_Algebraic_Lenguage.pdf


The terminology used in mathematical distribution system modeling is defined:

 Vehicle: Means of transport to be used to provide the services which has a
capacity expressed in terms of weight (kg) and volume (m3); and costs, fixed
and variables, associated with the use of the vehicle.

 Node: Spot in the geo-referenced map that represents the warehouse, and the
clients, these must be visited by a vehicle to provide a service of
loading/unloading of goods which have associated the following characteristics:

 Amount of goods (demand) of different types of goods to be delivered or
collected

 Hours of receipt or delivery of goods.
 Time averages required for the loading or unloading of the goods.
 Restrictions on mobility of vehicles to customers by urban standards or by

rules on the client’s sites

 Road Arc: Arch of the road grid that can be used by a vehicle when it is moving
between two nodes.

 Path: Set of road segments between two nodes.

 Route: Sequence of nodes/clients that the vehicle should visit to provide
services.

 Zone: Grouping of nodes whose demand for services should be attended by a set
of vehicles assigned to the zone



Mathematical modelling represents the flow of merchandise between the
nodes of the distribution system: warehouse (logistic operator) and clients
(c).

The orders (w) of the clients (c) activate the distribution system, these
determine the routes and the allocation of system resources. The logistics
operator handles a variety of goods from different customers that are
stored in the warehouse (c) contained in boxes (b) that have associated a
weight and volume. For the distribution and transport of goods, the
logistics operator has a heterogeneous fleet of vehicles (v), own and third
parties, that have associated a load capacity in weight and volume.

Vehicles (v) are involved in a main activity that is the distribution of goods,
this activity is to deliver the orders from the warehouse of the logistics
operator (c) to the clients (c). The fleet of vehicles (v) has transit
restrictions, what prevents that certain vehicles (v) can go to certain
clients (c).
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We considered two problems:

1. A simple VRP model that determines the optimal route of
vehicles (sequence of customers to visit) in an area
without considering additional restrictions;

2. Posteriori, we include two constraints of capacity, one
volume and one of weight are included, this new model is
called VRP2C.



FORMULATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 
THE VRP MODEL

Since implementation of the mathematical model in OPTEX implies
its storage in a relational information system, whereas the reader to
approach the organization of the formulation of mathematical
models from this point of view.

Therefore, if an information system is a set of "related" tables it is
convenient that the first version of the mathematical model
approach is based on tables that contain the different elements that
compose the algebraic formulation.

Then the VRP model is presented in the following elements:
indexes, sets, parameters, variables, constraints and objective
functions; from the previous concepts is parameterized higher level
elements, such as: problems and models.



INDEXES

INDEX
ENTITY

OBJECT
DESCRIPTION ALIAS

MASTER

TABLE

SCENARIO

TABLE

RELATIONAL

KEY

b Boxes
Container in which it is protected, stored 
and transported merchandise

CAJAS ESC_CAJ COD_CAJ

c Node
Spatial point that must be visited by a 
vehicle to provide a service of loading 
and/or unloading of goods

k NODOS ESC_NOD COD_NOD

k
Node 
(Alias)

Spatial point that must be visited by a 
vehicle to provide a service of loading 
and/or unloading of goods

c NODOS ESC_NOD1 COD_NOD1

v Vehicle
Transport equipment to be used to provide 
transportation services

VEHICULOS ESC_VEH COD_VEH

w Orders
Custom merchandise that customers make 
and must be shipped and transported

PEDIDOS ESC_PED COD_PED

INDEXES

The entities that are handled in the model must be associated with
indexes that represent them in the algebraic formulation.

Each type of entity requires at least an index to represent it, when
there are mathematical elements that relate two physical entities of
the same type is required to define indexes "alias" for the correct
formulation of the models.



INDEXES

INDEX
ENTITY

OBJECT
DESCRIPTION ALIAS

MASTER

TABLE

SCENARIO

TABLE

RELATIONAL

KEY

b Boxes
Container in which it is protected, stored 
and transported merchandise

CAJAS ESC_CAJ COD_CAJ

c Node
Spatial point that must be visited by a 
vehicle to provide a service of loading 
and/or unloading of goods

k NODOS ESC_NOD COD_NOD

k
Node 
(Alias)

Spatial point that must be visited by a 
vehicle to provide a service of loading 
and/or unloading of goods

c NODOS ESC_NOD1 COD_NOD1

v Vehicle
Transport equipment to be used to provide 
transportation services

VEHICULOS ESC_VEH COD_VEH

w Orders
Custom merchandise that customers make 
and must be shipped and transported

PEDIDOS ESC_PED COD_PED

INDEXES

In addition, each index should link a master table that stores the attributes of physical
entities associated with the index; to store the codes assigned to the physical entities, you
must define a relational key, which will be the element that establishes the relationships
between different tables that make up the information system of the data of the problem.

Given that a master table can contain physical entities that are not considered in the model, it
is necessary to define a reference table containing physical entities to be included in the
model, these tables are called as scenario table and define the topology of the mathematical
model to solve, and therefore are associated with a case or scenario.



INDEXES

The following image presents the index information loaded in the EXCEL template (sheet
INDICES). In this case we have included additional information corresponding to the type
of index (COD_TIN), which is A (alphanumeric) for all cases.



VARIABLES

The variables of the problem are associated with the decisions the final user of the
mathematical models. In this case the modeled decisions are:
 Activation of the service for a vehicle.
 Order of visit of vehicles to the destination.

The conditions of existence of a variable determines the values of combinations of 
indexes (physical entities) for which the variable exists and is determined based on 
the sets that define them.

Below, is the set of required binary variables:

VARIABLES

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
MEASURE

UNIT
TYPE

EXISTENCE

CONDITIONS

AVLv

Using vehicle v 

Binary variable that determines whether to use the vehicle v to 
meet the orders of customers.  

Exists for all vehicle v in the problem, which is represented by the 
set vVEH.

B "vVEH

VCLv,c,k

Vehicle v goes from c to k 

Binary variable that determines if the vehicle goes from the node 
origin c to node destination k.

Exists for all vehicle v in the problem, all client c that can be 
attended by the vehicle v (cNCV(v)) and by all node k which can 
be visited from the node c in vehicle v (kTRK(c,v))

B
"vVEH "cNCV(v)   

"kTRK(c,v)



VARIABLES

The definition of the variables in OPTEX implies filling two tables:

1. The first (sheet VARIABLE) which determines the general
attributes of the variable

2. The second (sheet VAR_IND) to define the indexes of variables
and their conditions of existence.

VARIABLES

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
MEASURE

UNIT
TYPE

EXISTENCE

CONDITIONS

AVLv

Using vehicle v 

Binary variable that determines whether to use the vehicle v to 
meet the orders of customers.  

Exists for all vehicle v in the problem, which is represented by the 
set vVEH.

B "vVEH

VCLv,c,k

Vehicle v goes from c to k 

Binary variable that determines if the vehicle goes from the node 
origin c to node destination k.

Exists for all vehicle v in the problem, all client c that can be 
attended by the vehicle v (cNCV(v)) and by all node k which can 
be visited from the node c in vehicle v (kTRK(c,v))

B
"vVEH "cNCV(v)   

"kTRK(c,v)



VARIABLES

1. The first (sheet VARIABLE) which determines the general attributes of the variable



VARIABLES

2. The second (sheet VAR_IND) to define the indexes of variables and their conditions of
existence.



CONSTRAINTS

The constraints required to model the problem VRP are
presented (the detailed formulation is in the Tutorial
Manual):

CONSTRAINTS- VRP MODEL

CONSTRAINT DESCRIPTION- EQUATION

SANOv,c Departure from origin node

SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k - AVLv = 0

"vVEH   "cNOV(v)

ENSAv,c Arrival and departures of a node

SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,k,c - SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k = 0

"vVEH   "cNCV(v)

UTVEv Use of vehicles

ScNCV(v) SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k - ∞ × AVLv ≤ 0

"vVEH

VCLIc Visit of destination

SvVEC(c) SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k = 1

"cDEC

CAPPv Load capacity of vehicles

ScNCV(v) SkTRK(c v) DEMPc × VCLv,c,k ≤ CAPPv

"vVEH

CAPVv Volumetric capacity of vehicles

ScNCV(v) SkTRK(c v) DEMVc × VCLv,c,k ≤ CAPVv

"vVEH



CONSTRAINTS

The definition of the constraints in OPTEX implies filling three tables:

1. The first (sheet RESTRICC) which determines the general attributes of the constraints

2. The second (sheet RES_IND) to define the indexes of the constraint and their conditions
of existence.

3. The third (sheet ECUACION) which contains the terms that break down every equation of
the model.



CONSTRAINTS

1. The first (sheet RESTRICC) which determines the general attributes of the constraints; it
includes the definition of the RHS (right hand side) and LHS (left hand side) of the
constraint.



CONSTRAINTS

2. The second (sheet RES_IND) to define the indexes of the constraint and their conditions
of existence.



CONSTRAINTS

3. The third (sheet ECUACION) which contains the terms that break down every equation of
the constraints of the model. Given that this process is the "hardest" of the template,
then, the accomplished process is analyzed restriction by restriction.



DATABASE ALGEBRAIC LENGUAJE

An algebraic language based on tables is used to describe the elements that integrate the equation.

For simplicity of presentation, it should be noted that this document describes only related to linear models as
the VRP; However, it should be noted that the capabilities of the OPTEX database language allows the
formulation of any non-linear expression.

Conceptually, an equation is considered as the sum of multiple terms each of which has five components:
 SEQ
 SIGN (SIGNO)
 COMPONENT 1 (CAMPO_1)
 COMPONENT 2 (CAMPO_2)
 COMPONENT 3 (CAMPO_3)

As its name suggests the SIGN determines if the evaluated expression will be multiplied by 1 or by -1 after
being evaluated.



DATABASE ALGEBRAIC LENGUAJE

An algebraic language based on tables is used to describe the elements that integrate the equation.

For simplicity of presentation, it should be noted that this document describes only related to linear models as
the VRP; However, it should be noted that the capabilities of the OPTEX database language allows the
formulation of any non-linear expression.

Conceptually, an equation is considered as the sum of multiple terms each of which has five components:
 SEQ
 SIGN (SIGNO)
 COMPONENT 1 (CAMPO_1)
 COMPONENT 2 (CAMPO_2)
 COMPONENT 3 (CAMPO_3)

Below, each component is described.

 SEQ: determines the sequence of the terms of the equation.  

 SIGN: determines if the evaluated expression will be multiplied by 1 or -1 after being evaluated.



DATABASE ALGEBRAIC LENGUAJE

 COMPONENT 1
The COMPONENT 1 can be:

 SUM, or S or S: indicates that a sum is open. The elements on which the sum will be shown in
COMPONENT 2.

 Numerical value: for a constant numeric value (example: 1 or 43.56)

 Parameter: corresponding to the value of a parameter, or a function of a parameter, which must be
multiplied by the COMPONENT 2. The parameter subscripts are assumed to be equal to those
defined for the parameter.

 COMPONENT 2
The COMPONENT 2 can be:

 Limits of the sum: corresponds to an expression that contains the information about the elements
that should be included in the sum. The first element corresponds to the index that the sum will be
held. The second corresponds to the set of reference to select the values of the index, the element
should separate from the index using a slash (/). Alphanumeric index set is defined based on the
code of the set. For numeric indexes (for example, the index t), the set is defined by the limits to
which will vary the index, separated by a comma, in this case the / is replaced by an equal sign (=).

 Parameter: corresponding to the name/code/ID of a parameter, or a function of a parameter, which
must be multiplied by the COMPONENT 1. It is only applicable for formulas related parameters. The
parameter subscripts are assumed to be equal to those defined for the parameter.

 Variable: corresponding to the name/code/ID of a variable that has to be multiplied by the
COMPONENT 1. The subscripts of the variable are assumed to be equal to those defined for the
variable. Where subscript varies with respect to its definition must specify parameters value that
takes. It only applies to equations of variables.

 COMPONENTE 3
The COMPONENT 3 is not required for linear models.



CONSTRAINTS

The constraints required to model the problem VRP are presented in
the following slides

The expression highlighted in gray corresponds to the form as the
equation must be implemented in OPTEX, which implies:

1. The grouping to the left side of all the terms that contain
variables; and

2. On the right side must be a parameter or a constant value. This
value is located in the master table of the constraints.

Below, an example:

SkTRK(c v) VCLv,c,k = AVLv

SkTRK(c v) VCLv,c,k - AVLv = 0

"vVEH "cNOV(v)



CONSTRAINTS

CONSTRAINT DESCRIPTION- EQUATION UNIT 

SANOv,c 
Departure from the origin node 
Establishes that any vehicle v used should leave the origin node c (warehouse) in 
which it is located. 

 
 SkTRK(c v) VCLv,c,k = AVLv 

 
SkTRK(c v) VCLv,c,k - AVLv = 0 

 
 "vVEH   "cNOV(v) 

 
Exists for all vehicle v (vVEH) and for the node source c in which is located the 

vehicle v (cNOV (v)). 

 
Sets: 
TRK(c,v) Customers k you can visit from c in vehicle v  
VEH Vehicles v 
NOV(v) Warehouse c in which is located the vehicle v 
Variables: 
VCLv,c,k Determines if a vehicle v goes  from customer c to customer k 
AVLv Determines the use of a vehicle v 
 

 

SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k - AVLv = 0 

 "vVEH   "cNOV(v) 

 

SIGN COMPONENT 1 COMPONENT 2 

+ S k/TRK 
+ 1 VCL 
- 1 AVL 

   
 

 

 



CONSTRAINTS

CONSTRAINT DESCRIPTION- EQUATION UNIT 

ENSAv,c Arrival and departures of a node 
It establishes that any vehicle that visits to a destination should leave this 

 
  SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,k,c = SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k  

 

SkTRK(c v) VCLv,k,c - SkTRK(c v) VCLv,c,k = 0 
 

 "vVEH   "cNCV(v) 
 

Sets: 
TRK(c,v) Customers k you can visit from c in vehicle v  
VEH Vehicles v 
NCV(v) Customer c it can meet the vehicle v  
Variables: 
VCLv,c,k Determines if a vehicle v goes  from customer c to customer k 

 
 

SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,k,c - SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k = 0 
 "vVEH   "cNCV(v) 

 

SIGN COMPONENT 1 COMPONENT 2 

+ S k/TRK 
+ 1 VCL 
- S k/TRK 
+ 1 VKL 

 
Given the equation relates the variable VCLv,c,k from two points of view: flow from c 
to k and k to c flow, in OPTEX is considered necessary the inclusion of the concept of 
ALIAS to represent the variable when you have the indexes in different order, in this 
case the name given to the alias is VKLv,k,c  which allows to formulate the equation 
without having to specify the indexes. 

 

 



CONSTRAINTS

CONSTRAINT DESCRIPTION- EQUATION UNIT 

UTVEv 
Use of vehicles 
It establishes that only if the vehicle v is used can make travel between nodes c and 
k. 

 
 ScNCV(v) SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k  ≤  ∞ × AVLv  

 
  ScNCV(v) SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k - ∞ × AVLv ≤ 0 

 
"vVEH 

 
Exists for each vehicle v (vVEH ).  

 
Sets: 
NCV(v) Customers c that can be meet with the vehicle v  
TRK(c,v) Customers k you can visit from c in vehicle  v 
VEH Vehicles v 
Variables: 
VCLv,c,k Determines if a vehicle v goes from customer c to customer k 
AVLv Determines the use of a vehicle v  
 

  ScNCV(v) SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k - ∞ × AVLv ≤ 0 

"vVEH 
 

SIGN COMPONENT 1 COMPONENT 2 

+ S c/NCV 
+ S k/TRK 
+ 1 VCL 
- INFI AVL 

   
 

 

 



CONSTRAINTS

CONSTRAINT DESCRIPTION- EQUATION UNIT 

VCLIc 
Visit of destination 
Set at least one vehicle v visit customer c. 

 
 SvVEC(c) SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k = 1 

 
 "cDEC 

 
Exists for any client that should be visited c ( cNOV(v) ). 

 
Sets: 
VEC(c) Vehicles v that can meet the client c  
TRK(c,v) Customers k you can visit from c in vehicle  v  
DEC Customers c 
Variables: 
VCLv,c,k Determines if a vehicle v goes from customer c customer k  
 

SvVEC(c) SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k = 1 

 "cDEC  
 

SIGN COMPONENT 1 COMPONENT 2 

+ S v/VEC 
+ S k/TRK 
+ 1 VCL 

   
 

 

 



CONSTRAINTS

CONSTRAINT DESCRIPTION- EQUATION UNIT 

CAPPv 
Load capacity vehicles 
Sets that demand covered by the vehicle weight cannot be greater than its capacity 
in weight. 

 
 ScNCV(v) SkTRK(c v) DEMPc × VCLv,c,k ≤ CAPPv 

 
 "vVEH 

 
Sets: 
NCV(v) Customers c that can be meet with the vehicle v 
TRK(c,v) Customers k you can visit from c in vehicle v  
VEH Vehicles 
Parameters: 
DEMPc Weight of the customer's order c (kg) 
CAPPv Capacity of the vehicle in weight (kg) 
Variables: 
VCLv,c,k Determines if a vehicle v  goes from customer c customer k 
 
Parameter DEMPc parameter associated with the weight of the order to deliver client 
c is calculated as: 
 

DEMPc = SbCAC(c) NUCDc,b × PECAb 

 
Sets: 
CAC(c) Boxes (b) that are part of the order of the client c 
Parámetros: 
NUCDc,b Amount of boxes type b should be released for customer c (und) 
PECAb Weight boxes type b (kg) 
 

ScNCV(v) SkTRK(c v) DEMPc × VCLv,c,k ≤ CAPPv 

 "vVEH 
 

SIGN COMPONENT 1 COMPONENT 2 

+ S c/VEC 
+ S k/TRK 
+ DEMP VCL 

   
 

kg 

 



CONSTRAINTS

CONSTRAINT DESCRIPTION- EQUATION UNIT 

CAPVv Volumetric capacity of vehicles 
Sets that demand covered by the vehicle weight cannot be greater than its capacity 
in volume. 

 
 ScNCV(v) SkTRK(c v) DEMVc × VCLv,c,k ≤ CAPVv 

 
 "vVEH 

 
Sets: 
NCV(v) Customers c that can be meet with the vehicle v 
TRK(c,v) Customers k you can visit from c in vehicle v  
VEH Vehicles v 
Parameters: 
DEMVc Order volume of customer c (m3) 
CAPVv Capacity of the vehicle v in volume (m3) 
Variables: 
VCLv,c,k Determines if a vehicle v goes from customer c customer k 
 
The parameter DEMVc parameter associated with the volume of the order to deliver 
client c is calculated as: 
 

DEMVc = SbCAC(c) NUCDc,b × VOCAb 

 
Sets: 
CAC(c) Cajas b que hacen parte del pedido del cliente c 
Parameters: 
NUCDc,b Cantidad de cajas tipo b que deben ser despachadas al cliente c (und) 
VOCAb Volume of boxes type b (m3) 
 

ScNCV(v) SkTRK(c v) DEMVc × VCLv,c,k ≤ CAPVv 

 "vVEH 
 

SIGN COMPONENT 1 COMPONENT 2 

+ S c/VEC 
+ S k/TRK 
+ DEMV VCL 

   
 

m3 

 



CONSTRAINTS

3. The third (sheet ECUACION) which contains the terms that break down every equation of
the model.

ScNCV(v) SkTRK(c v) DEMPc × VCLv,c,k ≤ CAPPv

SvVEC(c) SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k = 1

ScNCV(v) SkTRK(c v) DEMVc × VCLv,c,k ≤ CAPVv

ScNCV(v) SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k - ∞ × AVLv ≤ 0

SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,k,c - SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k = 0

SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,k,c - SkTRK(c,v) VCLv,c,k = 0



VARIABLES ALIAS

Given that the ENSAc,v equation, relates the variable VCLv,c,k from two
points of view: flow from c to k and flow from k to c, requires considered
the inclusion of the concept of ALIAS to represent the variable when it is
necessary to have the indexes in different order.

Below, the variables alias required:

VARIABLES

VARIABLE

ALIAS
DESCRIPTION VARIABLE

EXISTENCE

CONDITIONS

VKLv,k,c

Binary variable alias for VCLv,k,c which determines if the vehicle 
goes from the origin k node to destination node c

Exists for every vehicle v considered in the problem, every 
customer k which can be attended by the vehicle v kNKV(v)) 
and by every node c which can be visited from the node c in 
vehicle v (kTRC(k,v) )

VCLv,c,k

"vVEH
"kNKV(v)   

"cTRC(k,v)



VARIABLES ALIAS

The definition of the variables alias implies filling two tables:

1. The first (sheet ALIAS) which determines the general attributes
of the variable alias

2. The second (sheet IND_ALIA) to define the indexes of variables
alias and their conditions of existence.

VARIABLES

VARIABLE

ALIAS
DESCRIPTION VARIABLE

EXISTENCE

CONDITIONS

VKLv,k,c

Binary variable alias for VCLv,k,c which determines if the vehicle 
goes from the origin k node to destination node c

Exists for every vehicle v considered in the problem, every 
customer k which can be attended by the vehicle v kNKV(v)) 
and by every node c which can be visited from the node c in 
vehicle v (kTRC(k,v) )

VCLv,c,k

"vVEH
"kNKV(v)   

"cTRC(k,v)



VARIABLES ALIAS

1. The first (sheet ALIAS) which determines the general attributes of the variable



VARIABLES ALIAS

2. The second (sheet IND_ALIA) to define the indexes of variables and their conditions of
existence.



OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS

The objective of the optimization in the VRP model can be of different types according to the
criteria of the planner. In this case is the minimization of the total operation costs that are
integrated by the fixed costs of use of vehicles plus vehicles travel costs.

The implementation of the equations related to the objective function requires three
tables/sheets:

1. The first (FUNOBJ) which determines the general attributes of the objective functions. The
template, which is presented below, includes the classification of the objective function
type: SIM, which implies that it is a basic equation that sum the variables multiplied by its
corresponding cost and MUL involving the weighted sum of objective functions, single or
multiple.

2. The second (VAR_OBJ) that defines the relationships between variables and their costs in
objective function, including the sign in the sum.

3. The third (FOB_FOB) that define the relationship between objective functions, including a
weighting factor, which in conventional objective functions is equal to 1.



OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS 

OBJECTIVE 
FUNCTION 

DESCRIPTION - EQUATION UNIT 

CFIT Fixed cost for used vehicles 
It corresponds to the sum of the fixed costs associated with vehicles that are activated 
 

CFIT = SvVEH CFIJv × AVLv 

 
Sets: 
VEH Vehicles v 
Parámetros: 
CFIJv Fixed cost of vehicle v   
Variables: 
AVLv Determines the use of a vehicle v  

$ 

CVAT Variable cost for used vehicles 
It corresponds to the sum of the variable costs to use vehicles to meet customers 
 

CVAT = SvVEH ScNCV(v) SkTRK(c,v)  CVIAv,c,k  × VCLv,c,k 

 
Sets: 
NCV(v) Customers c that can be meet with the vehicle v 
TRK(c,v) Customers k you can visit from c in vehicle v  
VEH Vehicles v 
Parameters: 
CVIAv,c,k Cost of meet a client k  from the node c with the vehicle v ($) 
Variables: 
VCLv,c,k Determines if a vehicle v goes from customer c customer k  
 
The cost-per-trip CVIAv,c,k, is calculated as: 
 

 
CVIAv,c,k = COVAv × DISTc,k 

 
COVAv Cost per kilometer of vehicle v ($/kmt)  
DISTc,k Distance between the node c and the node k (kmt) 
 
COVAv Cost per kilometer of vehicle v ($/kmt) 
DISTc, Distteance between the node c and the node k (kmt) 

$ 

CTOT  
Total cost of operation of the system 
 

CTOT = CFIT + CVAT 
 

$ 

 

OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS



OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS

1. The first (FUNOBJ) which determines the general attributes of the objective functions; includes the
classification of the objective function type: SIM, which implies that it is a basic equation that sum the
variables multiplied by its corresponding cost and MUL involving the weighted sum of objective functions.



OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS

2. The second (VAR_OBJ) that defines the relationships between variables and their costs in objective
function, including the sign in the sum.



OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS

3. The third (FOB_FOB) that define the relationship between objective functions, including a weighting factor,
which in conventional objective functions is equal to 1.



PARAMETERS

The parameters of the models must configure, associating them with a name/code that is used in the
equations of the mathematical model. The value of a parameter can be set in two ways:

 From the data contained in the information system tables; and

 As a result of the evaluation of an equation that involves other parameters, so that the user does not have
to perform manual calculations.

The parameters read are presented in the following table, including the table and the field that contains the
numeric data.

BASIC PARAMETERS

PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION UNIT TABLE FIELD

CAPVv

Capacity of the vehicle in volume
Volumetric capacity of the vehicle, measured in cubic metres

m3 VEHICULOS CAPV

COVAv

Variable costs for using a vehicle v
Cost per kilometer by using the vehicle

$/kmt VEHICULOS COVA

CFIJv

Fixed costs for using a vehicle v
Fixed cost of use vehicle v

$/día VEHICULOS CUVE

DISTc,k

Distance nodes
Distance between the origin node and the destination node

km NOD_NOD DIST

NUCAw,b

Number of boxes of order
Number of boxes order that must be transported to the node

und PED_CAJ NUCA

PECAb

Weight box
Weight in kg of boxes

kg CAJAS PECA

VOCAb

Volume of boxes
Volume of the boxes in cubic meters

m3 CAJAS VOCA



PARAMETERS

The calculated parameters are summarized in the following table:

CALCULATED PARAMETERS 

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNIT

CVIAv,c,k
Cost of travel between nodes
Cost of travel of the vehicle from origin node to the destination node

CVIAv,c,k =  COVAv × DISTc,k

Parameters:
COVAv Cost per kilometer of vehicle v ($/kmt)
DISTc,k Distance between the node c and the node k (kmt)

$

DEMPc Demand in weight
The node demand expressed in kilograms

DEMPc = SbCAC(c) NUCDc,b × PECAb

Sets:
CAC(c) Boxes (b) that part of the order of the client c
Parameters:

NUCDc,b Amount of boxes type b should be released for
customer c (und)
PECAb Weight boxes type b (kg)

kg

DEMVc Demand in volume
Demand for the node, expressed as a volume

DEMVc = SbCAC(c) NUCDc,b × VOCAb

Sets:
CAC(c) Boxes (b) that part of the order of the client c
Parameters:

NUCDc,b Amount of boxes type b should be released for
customer c (und)
VOCAb Volume of boxes type b (m3)

m3



PARAMETERS

The definition of the parameters implies filling three tables:

1. The first (sheet PARAMETR) which determines the general attributes of the parameters

2. The second (sheet PAR_IND) to define the indexes of the parameters.

3. The third (sheet ECUACION) which contains the terms that break down every equation of
the model.



PARAMETERS

1. The first (sheet PARAMETR) which determines the general attributes of the parameters-
It includes the type (field COD_TDB): R Read parameter and C calculated parameter



PARAMETERS

2. The second (sheet PAR_IND) to define the indexes of the parameters. It isn’t necessary to
fill the field COD_CON associated to set.



PARAMETERS

3. The third sheet (ECUACION) contains the terms that break down every equation of the
parameters of the model. Algebraic language is the same as described previously for the
restrictions. EQUATION table stores the equations of constraints and the parameters.



SETS

The sets determine the conditions of existence of the variables, the constraints and
the problems, as well as the limits of the sums that make part of the equations of
formulas for calculation of parameters and restrictions. The sets determine the
topology of the system that is modeling.

Two types of sets are:

 PRIMARY SETS: Directly defined from the data contained in the tables of
information system; and

 SECONDARY SETS: They result from operations between sets.

The sets contain elements whose class is defined by the so-called dependent index
that can be indexed based on the value of other indexes that act as independent
indexes.

The following slide present the basic and calculated sets employed in models. In the
definition of the set is presented in parentheses the independent(s) index(es) and
previously the dependent index, which determines the type of the entities/objects
that contains the set.



SETS

In the definition of a read set it is necessary to fill the table and the field that contains the
parameter, and, in some cases, the filter to applied to the table to select the element of the set

BASIC SETS

SETS DESCRIPTION TABLE
ELEMENT

FIELD
FILTER

bCAP(w)
Cajas - > Pedido

Cajas que se utilizan para el almacenamiento y transporte de la
mercancía.

PED_CAJ COD_CAJ

cDEC
Destinos c
Nodos a los cuales se despacha la mercancía.

NODOS COD_NOD TIPO=DES

cNCV(v)
Nodos c <- Vehículos
Nodos a los cuales pueden ir el vehículo para atender pedidos.

VEH_NOD COD_NOD

cNOC(k)
Nodo Origen -> Nodo Destino
Nodos origen que se pueden conectar con el nodo destino.

NOD_NOD COD_NOD DIST<30

cNOD
Nodos

Nodos a los cuales se les debe prestar un servicio de carga y/o
descarga mercancías

NODOS COD_NOD

cNOV(v)
Nodo Origen <- Vehículos
Nodo origen en el que está ubicado el vehículo.

NOR_VEH COD_NOD

kDEK
Destinos k
Nodos destino a los cuales se despacha la mercancía.

NODOS COD_NOD TIPO=DES

kNKV(v)
Nodes k <- Vehículos
Destination nodes which can go the vehicle to meet orders.

VEH_NOD COD_NOD

kNOK(c)
Destination Node k -> Origin Node c
Nodos destino que se conectan con un nodo origen.
Origin nodes connected with a destination node.

NOD_NOD COD_NOD1 DIST<30

vVEH
Vehicle

Used vehicles to collect and distribute the merchandise from and to
clients

VEHICULOS COD_VEH

vVEK(k)
Vehicles -> Destination Nodes k
Vehicles that can go to destination node to meet orders

VEH_NOD COD_VEH

wPEC(c)
Order -> Customer
Order that can ship to the node

PEDIDOS COD_PED

vVEC(c)
Vehicles -> Nodes
Vehicles that can go to the node to meet orders

T(NCV/c) COD_VEH



SETS

In the definition of a calculated set, it is necessary to define the operation that
generates the set; normally an equation for a set includes two sets, but, for some
operations, is possible to formulate a chain of operations, of the same type, between
multiples sets. It is the case of intersections and of union of sets.

The formulation of VRP model only consider two operations: intersection (I) and
super-union (S). But, OPTEX has implemented multiples type of operations that can
be study in the Administrator Manual of OPTEX.

CALCULATED SETS

SET DESCRIPTION OPERATION

bCAC(c)
Boxes that must be transported to the node
Boxes that must be transported to the node.

SUwPEC(c) CAP(w)

cTRC(k,v)
Roads on which vehicle can travel
Nodes from which you can go to the destination node using the vehicle.

NCV(v)  NOC(k)

kDKC(c)
Destinations k -> Destination c
Nodes from which you can go (connected) to another node

DEK  NOK(c)

kTKD(c,v)
Roads on which can move the vehicle (destinations)
Destination nodes from which you can go to the node using the vehicle.

TRK(c,v)  DEK

kTRK(c,v)
Roads on which vehicle can travel
Destination nodes from which you can go to the node using the vehicle.

NKV(v)  NOK(c)

vVET(c,k)
Vehicles that can travel on the road
Vehicles that can go from the origin node to the destination node.

VEK(k)  VEC(c)



SETS

In the definition of a calculated set, it is necessary to define the operation that
generates the set; normally an equation for a set includes two sets, but, for some
operations, is possible to formulate a chain of operations, of the same type, between
multiples sets. It is the case of intersections and of union of sets.

The formulation of VRP model only consider two operations: intersection (I) and
super-union (S). But, OPTEX has implemented multiples type of operations that can
be study in the Administrator Manual of OPTEX.

CALCULATED SETS

SET DESCRIPTION OPERATION

bCAC(c)
Boxes that must be transported to the node
Boxes that must be transported to the node.

SUwPEC(c) CAP(w)

cTRC(k,v)
Roads on which vehicle can travel
Nodes from which you can go to the destination node using the vehicle.

NCV(v)  NOC(k)

kDKC(c)
Destinations k -> Destination c
Nodes from which you can go (connected) to another node

DEK  NOK(c)

kTKD(c,v)
Roads on which can move the vehicle (destinations)
Destination nodes from which you can go to the node using the vehicle.

TRK(c,v)  DEK

kTRK(c,v)
Roads on which vehicle can travel
Destination nodes from which you can go to the node using the vehicle.

NKV(v)  NOK(c)

vVET(c,k)
Vehicles that can travel on the road
Vehicles that can go from the origin node to the destination node.

VEK(k)  VEC(c)



SETS

In the definition of a calculated set, it is necessary to define the operation that
generates the set; normally an equation for a set includes two sets, but, for some
operations, is possible to formulate a chain of operations, of the same type, between
multiples sets. It is the case of intersections and of union of sets.

The formulation of VRP model only consider two operations: intersection (I) and
super-union (S). But, OPTEX has implemented multiples type of operations that can
be study in the Administrator Manual of OPTEX.

CALCULATED SETS

SET DESCRIPTION OPERATION

bCAC(c)
Boxes that must be transported to the node
Boxes that must be transported to the node.

SUwPEC(c) CAP(w)

cTRC(k,v)
Roads on which vehicle can travel
Nodes from which you can go to the destination node using the vehicle.

NCV(v)  NOC(k)

kDKC(c)
Destinations k -> Destination c
Nodes from which you can go (connected) to another node

DEK  NOK(c)

kTKD(c,v)
Roads on which can move the vehicle (destinations)
Destination nodes from which you can go to the node using the vehicle.

TRK(c,v)  DEK

kTRK(c,v)
Roads on which vehicle can travel
Destination nodes from which you can go to the node using the vehicle.

NKV(v)  NOK(c)

vVET(c,k)
Vehicles that can travel on the road
Vehicles that can go from the origin node to the destination node.

VEK(k)  VEC(c)



SETS

The definition of the sets implies filling three tables:

1. The first (sheet CONJUNTO) which determines the general attributes of the sets

2. The second (sheet CON_IND) to define the independents indexes of the sets.



SETS

1. The first (sheet CONJUNTO) which determines the general attributes of the parameters. It includes many

parameters like: tables, field, filters, type of operations, sets in operations, and independent index.



SETS

2. The second (sheet CON_IND) to define the independents indexes of the sets. The reference set
(COD_CON1) may be used to reference when an empty validation is required.



PROBLEMS

Once all the structural elements have been defined then you must set models that you
can/want to resolve, each one has associated with it a set of constraints that define it. Then
general VRP presents two problems associated with the problem formulation, both belong to
the MIP (Mixed Integer Programming) format.

Each problem is defined by the constraints that are included in the problem.

VRP PROBLEMS 

CODE/ID DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
FORMAT

RESTRICTION

BASICS
WEIGHT 
VOLUME

VRP Vehicle Routing (VRP) MIP
ENSA
UTVE
NOCL
VCLI
SANO

VRP2C
Vehicle Routing (VRP) -
Weigth + Volume

MIP
CAPP
CAPV



PROBLEMS

The problem definition involves filling four tables, the VRP only uses two of them.

1. The first (sheet PROBLEMA) which determines the general attributes of the problem. In
this table has been filled the role of the problem which is IN (integrated).

2. The second (sheet PRO_RES) defines the restrictions that are included into the problem:

VRP PROBLEMS 

CODE/ID DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
FORMAT

RESTRICTION

BASICS
WEIGHT 
VOLUME

VRP Vehicle Routing (VRP) MIP
ENSA
UTVE
NOCL
VCLI
SANO

VRP2C
Vehicle Routing (VRP) -
Weigth + Volume

MIP
CAPP
CAPV



PROBLEMS

1. The first (sheet PROBLEMA) which determines the general attributes of the problem. In this table has
been filled the role of the problem which is IN (integrated) and the format PM (Mixed Programming).



PROBLEMS

2. The second (sheet PRO_RES) defines the restrictions that are included into the problem. The field
ORDER_MOD is optional and it is related whit the order of the constrains in the matrix of constraints; it
may be useful in MIP models.



MODELS

Finally, you must define the models considered in the application VRP, it
implies to specify the problems that make up each model. In this case two
models, one for each defined problem, are as shown in the following table.

MODEL
ID

DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM

ID

VRP Vehicle Routing (VRP) VRP

VRP2C Vehicle Routing (VRP) - Weigth + Volume VRP2C

The definition of the models involves filling two tables:

1. The first (MODEL) which determines the general attributes of each model. 

2. The second (MOD_PRO) defines the problems that belong to the model.



MODELS

1. The first (sheet MODELO) which determines the general attributes of each model. In this table, the type
of model has been filled as integrated (I), which implies that model corresponds to a unique
mathematical problem.



MODELS

2. The second (MOD_PRO) defines the problems that belong to the model.



Now, You have seen the way to formulate mathematical models in
EXCEL that can be solved the using OPTEX-EXCEL-MMS template.

Two alternatives you have:

1. To check the model. It may be using the OPTEX-WEB interface

2. To build the database of the VRP models (IDIS)

SUGGESTION: 

If the reader considers it convenient, DOA suggests that load the
template of models from the tables included in this document.

For this you can download the WORD version of the tables included
in this manual from the URL:

http://www.doanalytics.net/Documents/Manual-Tutorial-
OPTEX-Implementacion-Modelo-VRP-Tables.rar

http://www.doanalytics.net/Documents/Manual-Tutorial-OPTEX-Implementacion-Modelo-VRP-Tables.rar


"the computer-based mathematical 
modeling is the greatest invention 
of all times“

Herbert Simon
First Winner of Nobel Prize in Economics (1978)

"for his pioneering research into the decision-making process within economic 
organizations" 


